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AGE EPLY 

TO 	_Pow- 4.1  Lak..,)  
	 1Zs-Nut 1 Z_ 

F 	2.1 c 	 
DATE VW! /t6 

HW t 	 
it would appear that you found the Louw ph  

_for a long time ..__they wouNnIrt let me .come 
called to just look at them I from the lo 

many thanks for you letter WLth instructio 
proceed from spending a night with my friTtri 
I'll try and get to you about noonish or so 
descriptions I don't think I'll be losit oa 
I'll be spending the night in DC at the Hit 
site I can say I'm a guest and please leave 
that RWR was hit long before he was shoved 
to Hinckley but someone else 	I'm stoppi 
search in ABC's library listening to the A 
first shot was fired ...etc etc ... so I'll 
I reach you .. I have to drive home the nex 
a sculling race mid-September and need all 
look forward to spending some time in your 
that goes noweher else BUT 	cheerio 
SIGNED 

otos Which I've been trying to get 
upstairs in Time-lige Bldg hen I 
Oby .. I've just read Paul's latest 

ns 	I'm not certain just how I'll 
1  in East Windsor NJ but at any rate 
.. on Tuesday and with your detailed 
, near or under the mountain ... 
ton so when I go out and measre the 
me alone .. it seems fairly obvious 

into the car and so that points not 
rag in NYC to the way down to do re-
" tape and seeing just When the 
have a little dope to impart Then 

t day because I'm in training for 
the mileage possible before it ... 
woods at the end of the lane, pabed 
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